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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

The North Platte River Groundwater Assessment Study (Study), sponsored by the Wyoming Water Development 

Commission (WWDC), investigated the available groundwater resources ofthe North Platte River Basin and adjacent 

areas of Wyoming (Figure I). The Study was initiated in late August 2002 to assess the quantity, quality, and 

distribution of groundwater resources within the project area, and to identify the feasibility and cost for developing new 

groundwater supply sources that may be used to provide replacement water to offset depletions stipulated in the 

Modified North Platte Decree. 

A total of?3 groundwater prospects were initially identified as part of this study. From the initial list of?3 

groundwater prospects, the two top-ranked prospects were advanced for the development of groundwater exploration 

programs. This project report summarizes the groundwater exploration programs for the two top-ranked groundwater 

prospects, the Split Rock and Shirley Mountains prospects, perfonmed under Task 7 of the Study. The results of work 

perfonmed under Task 7 are summarized in this report. 

TASK 7 - DESIGN OF GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION PROGRAMS 

The objective of Task 7 was to design groundwater exploration programs for the top ranked groundwater prospects 

selected for advancement. The proposed scope of work for designing groundwater exploration programs includes 

further geohydrologic investigation of the prospects followed by specifYing exploratory test borings and monitoring 

wells, groundwater quality monitoring of the wells, test/production wells, and aquifer testing to document lithologic, 

structural, hydrogeologic, and hydrogeochemical controls on the development of high yielding wells or well fields at 

each prospective site. Conceptual designs were prepared for test borings, monitoring and test/production wells. 

Recommendations for additional aquifer, well, and water quality testing and monitoring (using prospect specific data) 

were made as part of this task. 

Groundwater Exploration Program Approach 

A phased groundwater exploration approach was developed to fully evaluate the selected groundwater prospects. 

Monitoring wells will be constructed in the vicinity of the test/production wells for groundwater monitoring points. 

Select monitoring wells may be used for monitoring more than one test/production well at the same wellfield prospect. 
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A phased approach for groundwater resource exploration and development is recommended .to conserve the project 

budget until more information becomes known regarding the groundwater prospects. 

Phase I - Installation of test borings and groundwater monitoring wells 

Phase 11 - Construction. development, and aquifer testing of one (I) test/production well. 

Phase III - Construction, development, and aquifer testing of the second test/production well. 

The following sections present recommendations for well construction and aquifer testing, observation and 

test/production well construction details for developing groundwater resources from the Split Rock and Shirley 

Mountains prospects. 

SPLIT ROCK GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

This option includes two large-yielding test/production wells located near the axis ofthe Split Rock syncline, 

approximately 20 miles east-southeast of Muddy Gap Junction in northwestern Carbon County. The locations of the 

proposed wells are shown on Figure 2. Based on an evaluation of hydrologic connection, sponsored by the Wyoming 

Attorney General's Office (WAGO), the Split Rock prospect was located in an area approximately 9 miles southeast of 

the previous site of the 1981 Split Rock syncline test well. The test well constructed in 1981 was located in the 

southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 16, Township 28 North, Range 87 West, Carbon County, 

Wyoming. The proposed well field is located in Section 17, Township 27 North, Range 86 West, Carbon County 

(Figure 2). 

Split Rock Phase 1- Test Boring And Monitoring Well Program 

The proposed Phase I scope of work includes the construction of up to 6 test borings advanced to varying depths with 

the completion of four borings as monitoring wells. One deep test boring and monitoring well is recommended for 

construction to a depth of approximately 3,000 feet below grade, to fully penetrate the thick deposits (more than 3,000 

feet thick) of Late Tertiary age in the Split Rock syncline area. Four to five shallower test borings are recommended, 

each completed to a total depth of approximately 1,000 feet below grade with at least three of these test borings 

completed as monitoring wells. Two test borings are proposed at the test/production well locations, which may be 

plugged and abandoned or reamed out for test/production well completion. In summary, four monitoring wells are 

recommended: one fully penetrating the aquifer thickness and three shallower monitoring wells. 
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Open-hole geophysical logs are proposed for select test borings. Infonnation from the test borings, including 

geophysical data and lithologic profiles, will be used to select screen and slot intervals and completion depths for both 

the monitoring wells and test/production wells. Deep well logging results will then be compared and contrasted with 

the findings from the 1981 Split Rock Syncline Project report. 

Construction of Test Borings and Monitoring Wells. The monitoring wells will be arranged around the proposed 

Phase II test/production well sites in a triangular pattern. Test borings for shallower monitoring wells to 1,000 feet or 

less in depth will be 7 inches in nominal diameter. The shallow monitoring well materials will include 2.5-inch 

diameter, Schedule 40 steel casing and mill-slotted steel casing. 

A larger diameter and deep monitoring well is proposed as the first step in site exploration to collect infonnation on the 

deeper portion of the aquifer, which was not addressed in the previous Split Rock Syncline Project report. A 4-inch 

diameter monitoring well is recommended to conduct a low-flow rate pumping test and collect groundwater samples 

without the expense of the large-diameter test/production well. 

Split Rock Phase 11- Test/Production Well #1 Program 

In keeping with a phased approach, Phase II development will include construction ofTestlProduction Well #1 (Well 

#1). Following the drilling, construction, development, and testing of Well #1 under Phase II, the option for a second 

test/production well under Phase 1lJ may be considered based on the findings from Well #1. 

The proposed well design includes a telescoping design to reduce drilling and material costs. Sixteen inch diameter 

steel casing is recommended for the pump chamber to accommodate a submersible pump and motor capable of 

producing 3,000 gpm. 

The casing diameter below the anticipated pump chamber may be reduced to 12 inches in diameter or less, depending 

on the depths of the suspected producing intervals. Nominal16-inch diameter steel casing and v-notch, stainless steel 

well screen with filter pack may be a recommended option for the upper portion of the well that may serve as the pump 

chamber. Smaller diameter (l2-inch), mill-slotted steel casing is recommended for lower sections of the well. The 

anticipated total well depth will range from 1,500 to 3,000 feet below grade. 

Phase II Well and Aquifer Testing. A 30-day constant discharge test of the first test/production well is recommended 

to assess groundwater-surface water interactions, aquifer hydraulics, aquifer extent, water quality, well interference, 
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and sustainability. The monitoring associated with well testing will include measuring water levels in adjacent wells, 

barometric pressure, local precipitation, and flow rates in adjacent spring-fed streams and the Sweetwater River. 

Several springs, approximately 3 miles southeast of the well field site, are proposed for flow rate monitoring. 

Groundwater quality samples will be collected during well testing and analyzed for EPA-regulated constituents 

associated with the Safe Drinking Water Act. 

SHIRLEY MOUNTAINS - GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

This option currently includes two potential drilling sites located on the southwestern limb of Sledge Creek anticline. 

This structure is located near the western edge of the Freezeout Mountains in the vicinity of the Shirley thrust fault 

approximately 14 miles northeast ofthe Town of Hanna. Anticipated well depths at this prospect location range from 

1,400 to 2,200 feet depending on surface topography and bedding attitudes. Well production is estimated to be 1,000 

gpm from the Tensleep aquifer, possibly combined with water yielded from the Madison aquifer. The proposed well 

field is located in Section 22, Township 24 North, Range 80 West, near Difficulty Creek. 

A phased approach for groundwater resource exploration and development is also recommended to conserve the project 

budget until more information becomes known regarding the Shirley Mountains prospect, including the Phase I drilling 

and construction of test borings and monitoring wells, followed by Phase II construction and testing of the first 

test/production well. The following sections present recommendations for monitoring and test/production well 

construction, aquifer testing for developing groundwater resources from the Shirley Mountains prospect. 

Shirley Mountains Phase 1- Test Boring And Monitoring Well Program 

The proposed Phase I scope of work includes drilling four test borings to varying depths with the completion of up to 

four monitoring wells. Two I ,400-foot deep test borings are proposed to be drilled on Sledge Creek anticline in 

Section 22 to assess the stratigraphy and geometry of the fold (see Figure 3). The test borings and monitoring wells 

will be drilled at locations perpendicular to the strike of the anticline to assess potential variations in the permeability of 

the Tensleep aquifer across the crest of the fold, and to identifY the best potential locations for two test/production 

wells. 
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Two monitoring wells are also proposed to be constructed in Section 16, one well to 1,400 feet in the Tensleep aquifer 

and one well to 50 feet in the Quaternary alluvium. The purpose of these nested monitoring wells would be to assess 

water level elevation differences between the two aquifers, evaluate the degree to which these aquifers are 

interconnected, and establish the potential for hydrologic connection and interference with existing surface water rights 

downstream. 

Open-hole geophysical logging of deeper test holes will be conducted, stepped-rate aquifer tests will be performed, and 

groundwater samples will be collected for analysis. The geophysical and lithologic log data will be utilized to refine 

test/production well designs and locations, provided results of the aquifer tests and water quality samples indicate a 

sufficient quantity and quality of water can be developed from this site without adversely impacting existing surface 

water rights on Difficulty Creek. 

Phase I Well and Aqnifer Testing. The diameter of the exploration boreholes and monitoring wells will be of 

sufficient diameter to conduct short-term, stepped-rate aquifer tests on the wells prior to drilling the large 

test/production wells. The purposes of conducting aquifer testing at this point will be to evaluate aquifer hydraulic 

characteristics and groundwater quality of the proposed test/production well, and to determine, to the extent practicable, 

the degree of interaction between groundwater and surface water in the area. While this proposed testing program wiIl 

not allow for a full evaluation of the aquifer's capabilities, it should provide sufficient information to address whether a 

Phase 11 test/production well is warranted. 

Shirley Mountains Phase II - Test/Production Well SeA #1 Program 

Phase 11 development consists of construction of a test/production well, designated as Sledge Creek Anticline # I Well 

(SCA #1). The well is designed based on the types of lithologies anticipated in the borehole, anticipated formation 

depths, the hydraulic connection between the Tensleep and Madison formations, WSEO regulations, and the experience 

oflocal well driIlers in drilling through these formations. The anticipated depth to groundwater is estimated between 

100 and 250 feet below ground surface. 

The proposed well construction includes a telescoped design to reduce drilling costs. The production casing consists of 

approximately 250 feet of lO-inch to 12-inch nominal diameter casing to serve as a pump chamber to accommodate a 

1,000 gpm submersible pump and motor. Below the production casing, the project team anticipates drilling an 9-inch 

diameter borehole to the base of the Madison Limestone at approximately 1,400 feet below ground surface. The cost 

estimate includes 7-inch casing and well screen, although an open-borehole completion in the Tensleep/Madison is 

possible. 
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Phase II Well and Aquifer Testing. Additional stepped-rate and a 30-day constant discharge testing of the SCA #1 

Well is proposed. The purposes for conducting these tests are to better evaluate aquifer productivity under higher 

discharge conditions, to estimate aquifer parameters for use in groundwater modeling, to evaluate potential surface 

water interference by monitoring well water levels, and to assess Tensleep aquifer permeability variations parallel and 

perpendicular to the axis of Sledge Creek anticline. Flows along Difficulty Creek will also be monitored, along with 

local spring flow rates and weather information. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This section summarizes the groundwater exploration programs for the two top-ranked groundwater development 

prospects as part of the North Platte River Groundwater Assessment Study. This section summarizes our 

recommended approach for groundwater exploration programs, along with estimated engineering and construction 

costs. 

Groundwater Exploration Program Approach 

A phased approach for groundwater exploration and development is proposed and is intended to conserve project 

budget until site-specific aquifer information becomes available. With this approach, construction of relatively 

inexpensive test borings and monitor wells is proposed initially for both the Split Rock and Shirley Mountains 

prospects, prior to construction of the large-diameter test/production wells. 

Split Rock Overview 

The Split Rock groundwater prospect has numerous advantages relative to the other prospects evaluated. This prospect 

has the highest yield potential and longest projected period of yield. From an economic perspective, the Split Rock 

prospect has the second lowest annual cost for delivery of replacement water when conveyance losses are considered. 

The estimated Phase I cost is $404,000 for deep test borings and monitor wells. The estimate Phase II cost to construct 

Test/Production Well #1 is $621,000. Phase III cost is $459,000. Construction cost subtotal is $1,484,000. The upper 

limit of the total project cost, in 2004 dollars, including construction and engineering costs, along with a 15% 

contingency, may approach $1,922,000 if all three phases are completed. Construction costs may vary, dependent on 

volatile commodity prices for oil, steel, and plastic, as well as the backlog of drilling activity in the region. 

-'V 
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Shirley Mountains Overview 

The Shirley Mountains groundwater prospect was selected for further consideration because this structurally complex 

area offers a variety of potential groundwater exploration targets and lies in a remote part of the State where 

groundwater resources have not been extensively developed. Further exploration is warranted because of its potential 

for yielding a high capacity well or well field in the Late Paleozoic aquifer. 

The estimated Phase I cost is $356,000 for test borings and monitor wells. The estimate Phase 11 cost to construct 

TestlProduction Well #1 is $299,000. Phase III cost is $396,000. Construction cost subtotal is $1,050,000. Total 

project cost, in 2004 dollars, including construction and engineering costs, along with a 15% contingency is 

$1,377,000. 

Conclusions 

The Split Rock prospect is recommended for advancement to the next project phase, groundwater exploration and 

development. As described previously, the Split Rock prospect has several advantages relative to the other prospects, 

including the highest potential yield and longest projected period of yield. The Split Rock prospect has the second 

lowest annual cost for delivery of replacement water. Because of the previous groundwater exploration in the area, we 

have a higher level of confidence in successfully developing the projected yields. 
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